Premier Inn Frankfurt Messe  
Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Owner Whitbread Group  
Management

Company Premier Inn  
Architecture Firm PBMG, Kassel, Berlin

Interior Design Firm JOI-Design, Hamburg, Germany

Interior Design Project Team Natalia Platanovitch, Corinna Kretschmar-Joehnk, and Peter Joehnk  
Contractor GBI

PUBLIC AREAS

Fittings Warings Furniture and Foremost Furniture, Andy Thornton, PM Furniture, and May KG

Lighting Northern Lights, Original BTC, Brokis, Zero Lighting, iGuzzini, and Made

Modern Rugs Tiled Ceramiche Caesar, Plan + B die Materialagentur, and Aparici

Vinyl Forbo Flooring  
Wallpaper Newmor Fabric Panaz, Winter Creation, Ultra Fabrics, JAB, Sinclair, KOS, Maria Flora, and Abraham Moon